Anti-Slip Tape for Embroidery Hoop
Have you ever felt disappointed finding gaps
between colors in a design after hours of
embroidering? Fabric shifting is likely to
cause distortions on designs while
embroidering especially if using thin or
slippery fabrics. Prevent shifting of the
fabric using Anti-Slip tape!
* Anti-Slip tape is not available in a blister package.
Please order the tape through the parts ordering system.
* One sheet of Anti-Slip tape is included with the
MC500E/MC450E/MC400E as a standard accessory.

Part No.：86４-813-006
(Anti-Slipping Sticker)
(10 strips of tape/sheet)

Affix on inner side of outer hoop
One strip of tape is long and thin, 4.5mm x
100mm in size, and one sheet comes with
10 strips of tape. Take one strip of tape off
the sheet and affix it to the inner side of
the outer JANOME embroidery hoop.
Place the tape on the 4 sides of the hoops
(for larger hoops, more than one strip may be used for one
side). Using magnetic clamps together with the tape is for even
better results.
Sturdy, non-slip material
A urethane material made in Japan has been adopted on the surface of the tape.
The tape holds the fabric firmly generating friction between tape and fabric.
Once it’s affixed, just use continuously. However, it may be better to attach a
new strip of tape after a certain period of time in order to preserve the tape’s
effectiveness as it may get dirty with lint and dust.
Effective on thinner fabric with many stitches
This tape works well for holding any type of fabric,
from thinner and slippery fabrics to thicker fabrics.
Preventing shifting of the fabric, designs will be wellfinished with no gaps between the different colors,
and outlines matching the filled area. Even high stitch
density designs with many short stitches embroidered
on satin fabric (as shown in the photo) turn out great!
(One sheet of stabilizer has been used.)
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